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What makes ROTEX different?
We offer individual solutions for optimum living and working
that are straightforward, intelligent, and futureproof.

ROTEX is a manufacturer and supplier of complete
innovative and environmentally responsible heating
systems – building on decades of experience. Since 1973,
ROTEX has stood for innovation and know-how in the
field of heat generation, storage and distribution. In the
development of products for our high grade and perfectly
matched components we focus on user benefits.

The ROTEX product range extends from heat pumps, 
condensing boilers for oil and gas, solar thermal systems 
and thermal stores, not forgetting underfloor heating and
heating oil tanks right up to rainwater tanks. Innovative systems 
that enable optimum use of conventional and alternative ener-
gy sources in both detached houses and apartment buildings. 
Whether in new build or modernisation projects. ROTEX products 
stand for unique cost efficiency with maximum environmental 
compatibility and the highest levels of flexibility.

ROTEX Heating Systems GmbH is a wholly owned subsidiary
of Daikin Europe NV, making it a member of the DAIKIN
Group, the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier
of products for heating, ventilation and climate control.
Our combined competence generates optimum product
solutions to meet the highest user aspirations.

ROTEX variosafe

Double sealed – safe 
and environmentally
friendly
The ROTEX variosafe safety oil tank.
Compact, odourless and ready for Bio-Oil.



“Originally our old heating system had to come out completely.  
My husband wanted to have a workroom in the cellar, but the 
giant oil tank with its trough underneath was in the way. But then 
the installer recommended using the ROTEX variosafe system: 
compact tanks that now can even stand in the heating room with 
the boiler. No odour and compatible with Bio-Oil – that won us 
over.“

Claudia Wolf and family, homeowner 
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Always on the safe side
ROTEX variosafe sets new standards in safety because it is the 
combination of two independent safety systems. The inter-
nal tank, made of seamless blown HDPE meets the stringent 
approval criteria of the DIBt (German Institute for Construction 
Technology) and in itself is already a valid secure oil tank. The 
corrosion-free external vessel has a high degree of stability. It 
serves as a collection trough and also as fire protection. A ple-
asant spin-off: installation without a boundary wall is possible 
and the painting of the floor or walls with oil-resistant paint is 
not required. Whether it be a new installation or replacement 
of an old oil tank, the ROTEX variosafe meets all the require-
ments of a renovation tank in an ideal way.

3,000 nose-lengths ahead – thanks to tested odour block
The ROTEX variosafe system uses TITEC (Tighting Technology), 
a special manufacturing process for PE vessels with odour 
block. Longterm tests by the Fraunhofer Institute have shown 
that TITEC allows up to 3,000 times less heating oil odour to 
penetrate than unblocked PE tanks. The “Quality Association 
of Leading Manufacturers of Odour-Blocking Heating Oil Tanks 
e.V.“ (QgH) has awarded all ROTEX heating oil tanks the quality 
label “PROOFED BARRIER“.

Your benefits wit the ROTEX variosafe   
heating oil tank

•  Double-wall safety tanks
•  Ready for Bio-Oil: Prepared for the use of heating  
   oil with biogenic ingredients (Bio 5 to Bio 20)
•   Installation without walling off and oil-resistant 

painting
•   High-water safe, and even approved for use in 

water-protection areas
•  Approved for earthquake threatened areas within  
   the earthquake zones 1 to 3
•   Additional safety as a result of the TWINSEAL 
   double sealing in the area around the filling lines
•   Maximum odour block by TITEC
•   Volume capacity to suit demand, from 600 to 

10,000 litres*
•   Space-saving and flexible thanks to lightweight 

design, compact structure and modular facility in 
block, series or corner installation

•   Additional space-saving possible: tanks and  
heating boiler in the same room

•   15 year guarantee

Your benefit is our yardstick

Two in one
In variosafe oil tanks, two independent protection systems 
ensure maximum safety. Thanks to its double safety concept 
with internal and external tanks, there is no need for walling 
off or oil-resistant painting of the floor or walls. The integra-
ted variosafe solution meets the strictest requirements and 
sets new quality standards.

*   The construction regulations in Germany (German State Fire Codes) 
    allow the storage of heating oil, up to 5,000 litres, in the heating room. 
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ROTEX variosafe

A real top dog
The lightweight compact structure, the easy installation and high variability 
in installation make variosafe the best solution to problems for builders, 
heating engineers and architects. Even in awkward basement rooms, the 
modular variosafe tank system can be installed quickly to create a battery of 
tanks for several thousand litres. And the best bit is: Thanks to the fulfilment 
of the strictest safety standards, the tanks and boiler can be accommoda-
ted in the same room, up to 5,000 litres capacity, and you will save loads of 
space.

Everything for every requirement –  
everything systematic
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Accessories can be found in the current ROTEX price list. 
Due to legal requirements, the storable quantity of oil is lower than the volume capacity (depending on the setup method). 
Please ask your heating expert.
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Safety oil tank variosafe vsf 1500 l 1000 l 750 l 600 l
Dimensions Unit Height mm 1920 1960 1680 1390

Width mm 780 780 780 780
Depth mm 1340 980 780 780

Weight Unit kg 82 57 39 32
DIBt approval no. Z-40.21-196 Z-40.21-196 Z-40.21-196 Z-40.21-196
Collection facility not required! not required! not required! not required!
Manufacturer‘s guarantee 15 years 15 years 15 years 15 years
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The future of heating oil  
storage starts here

Today and tomorrow – an optimum system
Heating oil is, and will remain, an important and economical  
heating energy source. The possible conversion to sulphur-free 
heating oil, the use of oil condensing heating boilers and the 
simple facility for combination with solar energy make heating 
oil an attractive and contemporary energy source. An additi-
onal future alternative for the use of regenerative energies in 
combination with heating oil is the so-called Bio-Oil. It offers 
an additional potential for primary energy saving and for CO2 

reduction.

Ready for Bio-Oil
The ROTEX variosafe heating oil tanks are approved for the 
storage of heating oil with biogenic constituents (Bio 5 to 
Bio 20). We can use the construction industry approved ROTEX 
VA-Oil delivery line to convey the oil from the oil tank to the oil 
boiler. It is resistant to Bio-Oil and has no negative effect on the 
heating oil itself, as we see with non-ferrous metal and copper 
alloys, for example. This means that the entire system is prepa-
red for oil storage and delivery for the future use of heating oil 
with regenerative biogenic constituents.

In combination with ROTEX A1 oil condensing heating boilers, 
variosafe heating oil tanks represent a complete future-proof 
oil heating system, that is open for the use of regenerative 
energy constituents. The ROTEX A1 oil condensing heating 
boiler is ready for use with up to 20% Bio-Oil

Safe even in earthquake and flood
The ROTEX variosafe heating oil tanks are approved by the 
German Institute for Structural Engineering (DIBT) endangered 
by earthquakes within the earthquake zones 1 to 3 according 
to DIN 4149 in Germany. The 600 and 750 l variosafe tanks are 
approved for the earthquake zones 1 to 3 and the tanks with 
1.000 and 1.500 l for the earthquake zones 1 to 2. Also in flood 
risk areas is the ROTEX variosafe heating oil tank the right solu-
tion. Thanks to its double safety concept, the ROTEX variosafe 
is also approved for use in water protection areas without the 
need for an additional leak capture room. And is absolutely safe 
in high water conditions. In contrast to conventional systems, 
the ROTEX watersafe heating oil tanks are “intrinsically safe“. In 
the event of high water, the variosafe tanks start to float and 
the connections on the tanks and the discharge line are auto-
matically closed off. Leakage of heating oil from the floating 
tanks is prevented.

Solar + Oil condensing technology.
The perfect interaction of ROTEX Solaris, ROTEX A1 oil 
condensing boilers and ROTEX underfloor heating repre-
sents the current state of the art of what is technically 
possible. When heating with oil and considering energy 
efficiency.
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